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1.0

OBJECTIVES

After reading this unit, the learner will be able to:
• Understand the history of Media in India.
• Know about the emergence of English press in India.
• Understand the uses and functions of English in India.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

During this period the British gradually introduced the English language and western
education in order to create a class of Indians who could serve the imperial rulers as
officials or functionaries, as well as, function as a communicative link between the
rulers and the masses. The earliest attempts to introduce English in India were made
by the missionaries who came primarily for the purpose of religious and moral
preaching rather than for spreading English.
In order to understand the present status and functions of English, it is necessary to go
back in time and take a quick look at the history of English in India. This has already
been discussed in Course 1, but it is necessary to recapitulate it here. Beginning with
the establishment in India of the East India Company, the British came to India as
traders in the second half of the eighteenth century, and stayed on as rulers for nearly
two centuries.

1.2

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

The laudable goal with which the missionaries came to this sub- continent was "the
introduction of useful knowledge, and of religious and moral improvement", these
efforts can be seen as the first exposure that people in India (and South Asia in general)
had to the English people and their language. The missionary effort culminated in the
setting up of Christian institutions in different parts of the Indian sub-continent.
The second phase of the presence and spread of English in India is identified with two
names, Raja Ram Mohan Roy and T.B. Macaulay. Raja Ram Mohan Roy led a group
of Indian’s demanding English education for Indians. This group was convinced that
English would be more useful for Indians than Indian languages for academic, socioeconomic, scientific and internal purposes. The efforts of this group considerably
strengthened the hands of Lord Macaulay whose famous Minute was passed in 1835.
The clearly stated aim of the Minute was to form "a class who may be interpreters
between us and the millions we govern -- a class of persons, Indian in blood and colour,
but English in taste, in opinion, in, morals and in intellect."(Selection from Educational
Records. 1781-1839: 116). The official approval of the Minute began a process that
was to produce an ever-increasing number of English-knowing bilingual Indians. As
English developed stronger roots in the educational system in India, the whole subcontinent witnessed more and more Indians being taken in ' by the lure of English,
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native Indian languages suffering a great setback in the process. By, the end of the
nineteenth century five universities had been set up (Madras, Calcutta, Bombay,
Allahabad and Lahore). With the spread of English and increase in the number of
English-knowing Indians, this language came to be established as the official and
academic language of India. It also acquired great prestige and replaced Persian and
the Indian languages from several areas of education, administration, trade and
business.
The twentieth century witnessed further strengthening of the roots of English in India
as an influential English press grew. As Kachru states "after World War I, there was a
significant increase in educational institutions, and schools and colleges spread to the
interior of India. This naturally helped in spreading bilingualism in India further
among the middle and lower classes of Indian society" (Kachru, 1983:23). The period
since then has seen tremendous increase in English-knowing Indians and, even after
the British formally left India in 1947, English has continued to gain ground and has
become more and more firmly entrenched in the Indian soil. As a matter of fact, since
independence, several committees and commissions have, on different occasions,
stressed the need to learn English. The government, on its own part, has consistently
lent support to English and encouraged the teaching and learning of English.
Government policies have also given official recognition to English as associate
official language. The situation, as it obtains today, is that English is recognised
"officially as the Associate National Official Language, and as inter-regional linklanguage; educationally it is recognised as an essential component of education and as
the preferred medium of learning, with specialised education in science and
technology available through the medium of English only; socially it is recognised and
upheld as a mark of education, culture and prestige." (Gupta and Kapoor, 1991:19). A
stage his now been reached where English is considered an integral part of the sociocultural, educational and administrative domains of Indian life. This spread of English
has been accompanied by a general perception that English is the language of
opportunity, social advancement, prestige and power.

1.3

USES AND FUNCTIONS OF ENGLISH

The spread of English outlined above has been accompanied by its increased
functionality and use in different domains and spheres of Indian life. What began in
the early days as a foreign language learnt and used by a handful of Indians, has now
become a wide-spread and powerful presence in India. We shall now take a brief look
at some of the domains of life and see how English has come, to occupy an important
place in these domains.
1.3.1 Education
Even a casual glance at the way our education system is organised and structured will
show that English plays a crucial, central role in education. Whether a child goes to an
English medium school or an Indian language medium school, she has to learn English
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for a period ranging from six to twelve years. The Three Language Formula despite
its uneven implementation in different parts of India, ensures that no student can pass
out of school and go on to vocational or higher education without having learnt English
as a subject. The English medium schools not only impart training in English from
class I, but also teach all subjects through the medium of ' English. At the level of
higher education, the functional load of English gradually increases with English being
the preferred medium of instruction and examination. Specialised education in pure
and applied sciences, technology, medicine, law, business management, etc. is
available only through the medium of English. What this means in effect is that
education, especially higher and technical education, means knowing English, using
English and being proficient in English.
1.3.2 Business and administration
Business and administration which are the "receiving systems" that provide gainful
employment to educated young men and women, insist on formal training and
proficiency in English. Most of the competitive examinations require the candidates
to pass a compulsory or qualifying paper in English; big and middle-level business
establishments require aspiring candidates to be fluent in spoken English and
proficient in written English; multinational companies insist on qualifications which
can only be acquired by those who are proficient in English. This means that, as far as
employment opportunities are concerned, most white-collar jobs in the government
and industry (both production industry and services industry) are available to those
who know English. So if one wants to become an official in the 'government of India,
a manager in some industry, an officer in the armed forces, a doctor or surgeon, an airhostess or a sales executive, one has to be proficient in English. This, in turn, puts
greater pressure on the education system to teach English to more and more pupils.
1.3.3 The Judiciary
The way our judiciary is structured, it is possible to use local Indian languages at the
lowest level of Panchayats and local courts. However, the moment we move on to the
high court and Supreme Court, we find that English has to be used by the lawyers and
the judges. In the high courts and the Supreme Court all litigations are in English, all
briefs are in English, representation and arguments are in English and the judgements
are in English. To this one must add the fact that most law books and journals are
available in English.
1.3.4 Media and publishing
The media in India, both print media and electronic media, gives pride of place to
English. Music programmes, interviews, talks, discussions, news bulletins are
regularly telecast or broadcast in English. The English press, with a large number of
dailies and periodicals caters to the needs of the people for news, information and
entertainment. The publishing world devotes considerable resources to the production
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of books in English -- books on a variety of subjects, both specialised subjects, as well
as, subjects of general day-to-day interest. As a matter of fact, one gets the impression
that among the educated English-knowing Indians, there is a marked preference for
printed material in English.
1.3.5 Inter-regional communication
The fact that India is a multilingual country with a large number of mutually
unintelligible, prestigious and developed languages, tends to encourage people to use
English in inter-regional communicative contexts. This is true not only of government
and business where all inter-regional communication is in English, but also of personal
interactions wherein people from different regions prefer to use English since they
perceive it as a common link language shared by educated persons all over India. In
typical official and informal personal interactions, people from Bengal and Tamil
Nadu, from Mizoram and Punjab, from Karnataka and Bihar, etc. tend to make use of
English. This is done not because of animosity or hostility towards any language or
region but simply because English has come to be viewed as the common linguistic
bond between linguistically diverse people.
1.3.6 Intra-regional communication
The use of English in education, administration, business, media and in inter-regional
contexts, as well as, the fact that English has come to be associated with
"educatedness", sophistication, culture and prestige, encourages people to use English
even in situations where a common Indian language is available. One Hindi speaker
uses English with another Hindi speaker in several formal and informal situations, for
talking about a variety of topics; one Bangla speaker writes a personal letter to another
Bangla speaker in English; children who share a common Indian language, often use
English with one another as well as with their parents; neighbours who share a
common Indian language, often use English with each other. For approaching or
negotiating with officials, businessmen, traders and others we often use English, not
because we belong to different linguistic backgrounds, but because of other social and
psychological reasons.
To round off this part of the, unit, we call say that English has become such a pervasive
presence in the social matrix of India, that an increasing number of educated, Englishknowing Indians use it in almost all domains of life, in all kinds of situations and for
any number of topics. Sometimes they feel constrained to use it because of linguistic
barriers or demands of a particular situation. On other occasions they use it as a matter
of personal choice. All in all, what it means is that in the present day context in India
the use and functions of English are on the increase, and that English has become an
integral part of English-knowing Indians' socio-cultural reality.
To round off this part of the, unit, we call say that English has become such a pervasive
presence in the social matrix of India, that an increasing number of educated, English5
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1.4

INDIANISATION OF ENGLISH – I

The foregoing section outlines one dimension of the Indianisation of English i.e. the
coming of English to India, its spread and consolidation in India and the acceptance,
use and functionality of English in India. All these stages of the arrival, spread,
consolidation and widespread use are, however, only one part of the story. The other
dimension of the Indianisation of English refers to 'what' has happened to the English
language as a consequence. When a language is learnt and used by a large number of
people in non-native contexts (as is the case with English in India) it is inevitable that
certain very obvious and other not too obvious changes take place in the structure of
that language. These changes in the form and structure of the language occur primarily
because of three factors:
1.
2.
3.

The structural impact of the other (indigenous) languages present in the given
context;
The learning-teaching situations that obtain in that context, and
The socio-cultural context in which the language is used in the new setting.

1.4.1 Structural Pressure of Indian Languages on English
In the previous unit we have already pointed out that when English is learnt and used
by non-native communities of speakers, their own native language or first language
(L1) often leaves traces on the English (L2) that they acquire. In the Indian context
too this phenomenon of interference and transfer leaves its traces on the structure of
English -- on the sounds, vocabulary and syntax of English. In the Indian context, the
picture is not at all simple because the Indian learners and users of English hail from
different regions and have different mother-tongues. When we talk about the
Indianisation of English, we first have to recognise the fact that this Indianisation takes
place in different parts of India where different languages are spoken and used. A
Bengali's English carries influences of Bangla, a Tamilian's English has several
features of Tamil and a Panjabi's English has several features of Panjabi. So much so
that at one level it is possible to talk about Banglaisation or Tamilisation or
Panjabisation of English. These influences (interference or transfer) operate at all
levels on the structure of English but are most noticeable at the level of sounds. This
is the level at which most of us are able to recognise Bengali English, Tamil English,
Panjabi English and so on. The different Indian languages, also have a considerable
impact on the grammar and lexicon (vocabulary) of English and one can find certain
typically Bangla or, Tamil or Panjabi grammatical features that have crept into
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English. However, it is not within the scope of this unit to go into features of
interference and transfer from different Indian languages. What is more important is
the fact that as Indians belonging to different ' linguistic backgrounds move up on the
educational ladder, and as they interact more and more with other Indians belonging
to different linguistic backgrounds, they tend to drop certain regional features which
mark their English, and move towards a form of English which is acceptable as
standard, educated Indian English. We shall go into the whole issue of Standard Indian
English in the next unit. At this point, suffice it to say, that a sort of double
denativisation of English takes place. First an English is learn1 which is denativised
in the sense that it is not really British or American or any other native English, but a
regionally marked Indian English. Then certain regional features are consciously
dropped in order to move closer to some form of educated, pan-Indian English that is
understood, used and accepted universally. We shall give below just one example to
illustrate our point. Let us take the English word "mother". In Standard British English
it would be pronounced as /m^. A Bangla speaker would perhaps first learn it as /ma$
ar/ wherein the first vowel is changed due to the influence of the Bangla vowel-system.
Later on, through training and interaction with other educated Indians, she might
change it to '/ma4 arl. The third form wPdld represent educated Indian English or
Indianised English. What happens in most cases, however, is that Indian users of
English tend to move towards a pan-lndAan English in terms of grammar but continue
to retain, to a greater or lesser degree, the phonetic features of their respective mother
tongues or dominant regional Indian languages.
1.4.2 The Teaching-learning Situation
What is perhaps equally important to remember while discussing the Indiainisation of
English is that the millions of Indians who lean1 and use English do so in the typical
Indian school system or classroom situation. The teachers who teach English are
Indians (Bengalis, Tamilians, Punjabis, Kashmiris, etc.) just as the students are. In
addition, the other subject teachers are also Indians (Bengalis, Tamilians, Punjabis,
Kashmiris, etc.). The students are thus exposed to models (teachers) who themselves
use some form of Indian English. The learners find themselves in a situation where
most of the exposure they get is to Indian English (except in cases where they have to
read or consult books or articles written by native British or American writers or when
they get exposure to native British or American speakers of English on the T.V. or the
radio). The other students use Indian English, their parents at home use Indian English,
people in the market place or government offices use Indian English. The Indian
learners of English get rare, if any, exposure to models of native standard English. As
a matter of fact, even the written texts (most of them, in any case) are by Indian
authors. All this has the inevitable effect that the learners have access to and
opportunity for learning Indian forms of English.
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1.4.3 Socio-cultural Contexts of Use of English
What is true of the learning and the teaching situation, is equally true of the various
contexts in which English is used in India. The Indian users of English have to live,
interact and communicate in the Indian socio-cultural settings. They have to
communicate with other Indian users of English, and they have to deal with aspects of
Indian reality. Thus a trader has to sell "sarees, shirtings and suitings", a garment
manufacturer has to market "exquisite Lucknavi kurta-pajama suits", a caterer has to
set up "shamianas" and "multi-coloured pandals" and provide "vegetarian,
nonvegetarian, mughlai and tandoori cuisine"; a journalist has to report on what
transpires in the "Lok Sabha" or about "dharnas, walk-outs, bandhs" and "atrocities on
Dalits"; an art critic has to discuss "vigorous jugalbandi" and "thekas" and "thumris"
or "styles of gayaki" and "gharanas" or renderings of the "mahabharata in Odissi". The
Indian police has "hawaldars and thanedars" who maintain "panchnamas" and
"sipahis" who have to report for duty at the "chowki" or "thana"; the rich Englishspeaking businessman goes on "Vaishno Devi yatra" or offers "prasadam", throws
lavish parties on the occasion of the "mundan sanskar" of his grandson or advertises
for a "very fair, homely convented girl, expert in household affairs" for his "foreignreturned, tall, handsome son earning six figures annually". The politicians have to
re~ni~iisce about the teachings of "bapu" or invoke the principles of "panchsheel" or
exhort the masses to vote for their party through "rathyatras" or "padyatras". These are
only a few instances of English Language being used to talk about, describe and cope
with the I~idian reality. Little children refer to the man I from the neighbourhood as
"Sharma uncle" and his wife as "Sumi auntie" or report on the antics of a visiting
"cousin-sister". Asurgeon has to be addressed as "Doctor Saheb", a professor as
"Professor Saheb" and a superior in office as "saab" or "Saheb". The point is that the
Indian reality, Indian subjects and Indian contexts and norms of behaviour reshape and
reform English in India. It is this reshaping and reforming of English that leads lo what
we call the Indianisation of English. As pointed out earlier, it manifests itself at all
levels of the structure of English -- sounds, words, word-combinations and
grammatical constructions. In the section that follows we shall give examples of each
of these. To end ' this section we give below a quote from Raja Rao who, in his
inimitable style, is talking 1 about the lndianisation of English. ... One has to convey
in a language that is not one's own the spirit that is one's own. One has to convey
various shades and omissions of a certain thought-movement that looks maltreated in
an alien language. I use the word "alien", yet English is not really an alien language to
us. It is the language of our intellectual make-up ... but not of our elnotiorla1 makeup. We are instinctively bilingual, many of us writing in our own language and in
English. We cannot write like the English. We should not.... Our method of expression
therefore, has to be a dialect which will someday prove to be as distinctive and
colourful as the Irish or the American. Time alone will justify it ... the tempo of Indian
life must be infused into our English expression, even as the tempo of American or
Irish life has gone into theirs.
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1.5

INDIANISATION OF ENGLISH - II

So far we-have tried to outline for you the history of English in India, the uses and
functions of English in India and the factors that lead to the Indianisation of English.
In this section we shall give a brief account of the ways in which the forms and
structures of English have changed and how the resultant variety is a distinctively
Indianised variety of English. By now it must have become quite clear that two kinds
of pressures are at work in this process of Indianisation: first the structural pressure of
Indian languages which are L1 for the Indian users of English, and second, the typical
Indian socio-cultural contexts and behavioural norms that lead to forms that appear
different, deviant or even odd when one compares them to native standard varieties of
English.
1.5.1 Sound System of "Indian English": Vowels and Consonants
As stated earlier, the most easily noticeable features of a language variety are phonetic
features. As a result of the fact that English in India is used by speakers of a large
number of Indian languages, the sound-patterns of Indian English are markedly
different from those of native varieties of English. Phonetic features can be considered
under two heads: (a) features of stress-placement (b) sounds of English i.e. consonants
and vowels.
As you go through this part of the unit, you will come across certain technical terms.
Please refer to Block 4 of this course to understand these terms.
1.5.2 Stress Pattern
Indianisation of English has led to the emergence of a variety that is easily
recognisable due to its stress-patterns which are distinct from the stress-patterns of
native varieties of English. The reason given for this phenomenon is that most of the
Indian languages are syllable-timed, whereas English is a stress-timed language, with
a rather complex system of primary stress, secondary stress and absence of stress.
Native varieties of English also have a system of distinguishing grammatical
categories to which words belong (e.g. nouns and verbs) through different stress
placement. Moreover, vowels in unstressed syllables are reduced or weakened. In
Indianised English, however, what we find is
i) A general tendency not to distinguish between primary auld secondary stress;
ii) An even stress-pattern for words with analogous syllable-structures, irrespective
of the grammatical category to which they belong e.g. nouns, adjectives, verbs;
iii) A tendency to place stress on the suffix itself;
iv) Non-reduction or full realisation of vowels in unstressed syllables or syllables
with a weak stress.
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v) A tendency to break up grammatical units within sentences arbitrarily, leading to
the placement of stress on words other than those that should carry "sense-stress".
We give below a few examples to illustrate the points given above. NE stands for
native I standard English and IE for Indianised English. We shall use these
abbreviations throughout this section.
The word "conduct" for instance, is used both as noun and verb in English. In NE the
Sirs1 syllable is stressed when it is used as noun ['kmd~kt] while the second syllable
is stressed when it is a verb thus giving us [kan'dfikt]. You will also notice that in the
second instance, I the vowel in the first syllable is reduced from [I] to [a 1. In IE, the
general tendency is to pronounce the word without any shift of stress, as well as the
consequent reduction of the vowel. Consider another example "gentleman" where the
primary stress is on "gentle" and the secondary or weak stress on "man". Thus in NE
we get /'d3~ntlmard with a reduction of vowel in "man". In IE, on the other hand we
get /d3entl'md.
Finally, the sequence of stressed and unstressed syllables which is marked by a rising
-falling rhythm in NE, is generally absent in IE, giving it what has been called a
"monotone" or "sing-song' ' quality.
1.5.3 Sounds of "Indian English": Vowels and Consonants
Regional features apart, "Indian English" shows quite a few divergences from standard
native varieties. It is well-known that even highly educated Indian users of English
often have regional peculiarities in their pronunciation e.g. many Bengalis or Odias
fail to maintain the distinction between /s/ and /sh/ in such words as 'sip' and 'ship', the
Bengalis tending to pronounce both as "ship" or even "sheep". However, there are
certain pan-Indian features which characterise Indian English. We give below a list of
the vowels and consonants of IE.
Vowels (Pure) I /i:/ as in "teak"
I /i/ as in "tick"
I /e/ as in "take" /E/ as in "trek" ,. i /&I as in "tack" /a/ as in "task"
/Q/ as in "talk" lo:/ as in "told" /U / as in "took"
/u:/ as in "tool"
/a 1 as in "tuck"
Vowel glides (diphthongs)
/ai/asin "sky"
10

/au/ as in "cow"
/si/ as in "boil''
/ea/ as in "hair"
/ia/ as in "here"
/ua/ as in "cruel"
As compared to standard British English pronuncation (RP), the following features
characterise "Indian English". Whereas RP has 12 pure vowels and 9 diphthongs
glides, IE has 11 pure vowels and 6 glides. Whereas RP has M and [3j as two distinct
sounds, IE uses only ''a" with its own way of distinguishing such words as "caught"
and "cot" by vowel length or such words as "shot" and "short" by the presence or
absence of "r". Further, IE has pure vowels 'e' '0' in place of RP diphthongs "ei", "au"
in such words as "day" and "go". Finally weak forms of vowels are not used in
unstressed syllables in IE.

1.6

LEXIS OF INDIAN ENGLISH

While phonetic features are the most easily noticeable characteristics of Indianised
English (as, in fact, they are of all native and non-native varieties), lexis which
includes words, word-formations and word-combinations, is not less a distinguishing
feature of 'IE'. We shall discuss lexis of IE under two broad categories (a) preference
for certain kinds of words in LE, and @) presence of words of Indian origin in English.
We shall also add a note on the use of certain words to denote meanings other than
those associated with them in NE varieties.
Preferred words (lexical items) in 'IE': While discussing these we have to remember
that most Indians learn their English in formal, classroom settings. This has, in effect,
given 'IE' a formal and bookish quality which several scholars have noticed. Moreover,
Indian leaners also have mostly been exposed to formal discourse on different subjects
as well as to classics of English literature written in earlier times. This perhaps
accounts for a marked presence of words and phrases in 'IE', which may appear
outdated, obsolete or archaic to many. Formal learning, dependence on books and lack
of emphasis on spoken English has also tended to make 'IE' formal rather than
spontaneous, colloquial and conversational. In addition, there is also the fact that
English is used in India more in formal administrative, commercial, judicial and
educational contexts, whereas the more informal interactions are taken care of by some
India11 lauguage (Ll) or by a mixture of IE and L1. It is not surprising therefore to
find scholars listing the following features of IE:
a)

Latinity: preference for such words as "demise" over "death", "bosom" over
"chest" "extend" over "give", etc.
11

b)

c)

d)

e)

Polite diction: a marked feature of IE is a preponderance of polite forms. This
is partly due to the politeness code that operates in Indian society, and partly due
to the fact that English, as mentioned earlier, is used mostly in formal contexts
such as administration and law, which places a premium on polite forms. As a
result one gets such forms as "Respected Sir", "Thanking you", and an
abundance of words and phrases for expressing respect, politeness and gratitude.
Excessive use of cliches and phrases: 'IE' is marked by the presence of phrases
such as "Himalayan blunder", "nation-building", "change of heart", "teeming
millions", etc. as well as, such cliches as "at your earliest convenience", "receipt
gratefully L acknowledged" , "do the needful", "better imagined than described",
"leave severely alone", "each and every", etc.
Certain nominal groups of NE such as "bunch of keys", "address of welcome",
"member of the family", etc' are changed in 'IE' to "key bunch", "welcome
address" and "family member". Another common example of such IE usage is
"box of matches" being realised as "match-box".
Words of Indian origin in 'IE': Right from the time when the English first
came to India, a large number of words from Indian languages gradually found
their way into the English language. Even in the early days of the British Raj,
the native English speakers found it useful to employ certain Indian words in
dealing with Indians in matters pertaining to law, administration and agriculture,
etc.

Words such as "rajah" "rani", "pankhawala", "diwan", "cot", "sepoy", "taluka" are
legacies of that period. As the contact between English and India11 lauguages
continued, more and more Indian words found their way into English. 'IE' today has a
large body of lexical items from different Indian languages. We can only give a few
examples here: "almirah", "bandh", "satyagrah", "tiffin", "hartal", "Harijan", "dak",
"panchayat", "mullah", "khud' ', "chaprassi", etc. The phenomenon is so salient that
we have dictionaries of Indian words in English (for reference see list of books at the
end of this unit).
Masala + movies, Khadi + Clad,
Panchayat + Office, Kumkum + Mark, Lathi + Charge,
Steel + Almirah, Taxi + Wala
The incidence of words from Indian languages in IE is on the increase. At present the
tendency is to feel free to use ally word from Indian languages in 'IE' discourse. These
words need not necessarily have to deal with administration, law, commerce, or sports.
They could very well refer to dance and music, food and cuisine, dress and fashion, or
any other topic. Users of English, in fact, feel that it makes their English more
colourful; gives it an Indian flavour and, at the same time, enables them to talk about
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Indian reality more effectively. Creative writers, art critics, journalists and those
associated with the electronic media are IIOW increasingly using Indian words in 'IE'.
At this point we would like to make a certain wages in 'IE' where the lexical items do
not exactly mean the same thing as they do in NE varieties. An interesting example is
the word "uncle" which is used only as a kinship term in NE, both as term of address
as well as term of reference. In 'IE', on the other hand, though "uncle" is used as a term
of reference while kinship, as a term of address it is almost invariably used as a nonkinship, polite term. Thus, we have children addressing elders (neighbours,
shopkeepers, friends of the family, bus drivers as "uncle". The same is true of the word
"aunt" which in IE becomes "auntie": The following examples illustrate the point:
Sharma+uncle, Ram+uncle, uncle+ji
Veena+auntie, Venna+auntie, auntie+ji, etc
Where terms of address are to be used in situations where actual kinship is involved,
IE users tend to use the terms that there has. Several other of this type of usage can be
cited, not only from the domain of kinship, but from several other areas.

1.7

SYNTACTIC AND STYLISTIC FEATURES OF INDIAN
ENGLISH

'IE' has syntactic features that distinguish it from NE varieties. In this unit we shall not
go into the question whether these features are "mistakes", "deviations" or
"differences". Our concern here, primarily, is to list certain feature which are said to
characterise IE.
The Indian languages, as a rule, do not have a system of articles parallel to that of
English. The three English articles: 'a', 'an' and 'the' perform functions which in Indian
languages are performed by the numeral "one" or the demonstrative "that" or pronoun
"he". As a consequence, a marked feature of IE is a rather unpredictable use of the
articles. Typical manifestations of the unpredictability are in the use of no article
where NE typically uses 'the'. The other, less frequent manifestation is the use of the
definite article where has "110 article" and the use of 'a' where 'an' is to be used as per
NE usage.
Certain other syntactic features, as listed by Kachru (1983) are as follows:
a)

b)

The reflexive verbs (e.g. enjoy, exert) are sometimes not followed by the
reflexive pronoun. Thus instead of "he enjoyed himself ', '' exerted myself" we
have simply '(he enjoyed" and "I exerted".
In constructions such as verb particle (e.g. dispose of), the particle is often added
even to verbs that do not normally take the particle (e.g. comprises of, eat off).
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c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Use of constructions like "I am doing" and ''1 was doing" for "I do" and "I did".
Use of simple past tense (I did) for the perfective (I have done).
Use of present continuous (I am doing) for repetitive or durative (I have been
doing).
"When I will come" and "If I will come" instead of "When I come" and "If I
come".
"For doing" instead of "to do" expressing purpose or object (e.g. award
punishment to improve his character). There are several stylistic-features that
have become the distinguishing characteristic of IE. We briefly list some of these
below:
i)

ii)
iii)

iv)

v)

vi)

Tag questions: IE generally uses only one form of tag question "isn't it"
whereas in NE one finds different manifestations of the tag question
depending on the form of the verb in the main sentence.
Contracted forms: IE generally does not have as many contracted forms,
especially such forms as didn't, shan't, aren't, mightn't, etc.
Complex and Compound sentences: IE is marked by a general preference
for complex and compound sentences where one would find simple
sentences in NE varieties. The use of several coordinate and subordinate
clauses often makes the sentences rather lengthy and difficult to process for
meaning.
Passive constructions: Another feature of IE is an excessive use of passive
constructions. This is perhaps a legacy of the earlier days when civil
servants used to write reports/summaries for their officers. It has also been
suggested that it is due to the typical Indian attitude of detachment.
Indirect expressions: 'IE' users generally prefer to use indirect and
roundabout expressions rather than direct or specific ones, especially when
asking for a favour. It has been suggested that this is due to the cultural
differences between Indians and native speakers of English in Britain or the
USA. Indians generally do not like to ask for favours in direct terms,
whereas "in English speaking countries ... most polite is usually most
specific".
Expressions of politeness: 'IE' users, as remarked earlier also, show a
marked preference for overt markers of politeness. Words and phrases, such
as "kind attention", "kind notice", "respectfully submit", "with due respect",
"have the honour to ...." are frequently found in 'IE'. Several other features,
lexical, syntactic and stylistic, may be listed. It is not within the scope of
this unit to give an exhaustive description of Indianised English. We hope,
however, that we have been able to provide a useful description of the
process of Indianisation as well as its effects on the form of IE

Several other features, lexical, syntactic and stylistic, may be listed. It is not within the
scope of this unit to give an exhaustive description of Indianised English. We hope,
however, that we have been able to provide a useful description of the process of
Indianisation as well as its effects on the form of IE.
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1.8

IMPACT OF COLONIALISM ON EDUCATION IN INDIA

It is essential to understand the dynamics of relationship between education and
colonialism in order to understand the development of education under colonial rule.
Authors like Martin Carnoy and others have argued that education in a colonial
country is designed by the colonial rulers to legitimize their domination and to serve
their own economic needs.
Economic and political control over the colonial country is essential for the survival
of colonial rule and education is used to achieve this goal. Attempt is made to develop
through education a new set of values and justification of the colonial rule. Thus
education loses its independent identity and becomes subordinate to political power.
Colonial education no doubt brings changes and cultural transformation in a colonial
country. New ideas and experiments undoubtedly enrich the existing knowledge. But
the colonial country has to pay a heavy price for it. The real beneficiaries of colonial
education are a selected few who had a specific role assigned by the colonial rulers in
the continuation of the colonial rule. Colonial education is meant for better control of
the colonial country rather than its development. The ultimate outcome of this policy
might be different but the desired objective is to ‘control’ not to ‘change’ the colonial
country.
In the background of this view regarding the dynamics of relationship between
colonial rule and education we shall look at the development of English education in
India. However, before we come to the beginnings of English education, let us take a
look at the indigenous system of education in the early 19th century.

1.9

INDIGENOUS EDUCATION

The information that we gather from early British records gives us a very rough idea
about indigenous system of education in late 18th and early 19th century India. There
were ‘Madrasas’ and ‘Maktabs’ for the Muslims and ‘Tols’ and ‘Patshalas’ for the
Hindus. These ranged from the centres for higher learning in Arabic and Sanskrit to
lower levels of institution for schooling people in Persian and Vernacular languages.
Lack of scientific and secular learning was one of the major limitations of the centres
for higher learning in those days. However, many Hindus attended Persian schools
because Persian was then the court language and there were also
Hindu teachers in Persian Schools. Whether it was a ‘Tol’ or a ‘Madrasa’ there were
certain common features in the indigenous system of education.
•

Schools were generally run with the help of contribution from Zamindars or from
local rich men.
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•

•

•

•

In the curriculum the main emphasis was on classical language like Sanskrit,
Arabic or Persian and subjects of classical Hindu or Islamic tradition like
Grammar, Logic, Law, Metaphysics, Medicines, etc.
Though Sanskrit learning was the exclusive domain of the Brahmans, from the
reports available of the early 19th century we find that the non-upper castes and
the scheduled castes had also representation in the lower level schools.
Women were generally debarred from the formal education system. In the absence
of printing press till 19th century oral tradition and memory of the teachers formed
the basis of knowledge and information, supplemented with handwritten
manuscripts.
The state had little or no role in school education though kings would patronise
people famous for their learning.

Besides the centres for higher learning which were basically the domain of upper
castes there was a large number of elementary schools. Most of the villages in India
had this kind of elementary schools. These were each run by an individual teacher
with the monetary help of the village Zamindars or local elite. These schools used to
teach the students elementary arithmetic and basic literacy to meet the needs of daytoday life. Students from different sections of society, except the very backward
unprivileged castes, attended these schools.
The Arabic madrasas was a much more unified entity, intact when the British came
but not much more enquiry-based and perhaps also more religious in the orientation
of the learning or methods. In terms of Social extraction, while the Sanskrit Scholar
was by definition a Brahmin male, the Arabic Scholar was perhaps a little less
exclusive in his social origin or location. In both Sanskrit and Arabic higher learning,
much Secular and Scientific learning on law, medicine, mathematics, astronomy etc.
was cultivated besides literature, philosophy and theology with the help of books and
discussion but chiefly through memorization. The creation of new knowledge based
on imagination, free thinking or intense observation was not so much in demand in
those feudal monarchical societies as conformity and ability to reproduce long texts
purely from memory.
This tradition did not continue to grand as such the causes of its decline could possibly
be:
•
•
•

the Indian Caste System leading to segregation of knowledge of Brahmins from
or manual skills of the “others” caste and status of practical arts or perhaps,
the related failure of an Indian Industrial Revolution and Nation State to emerge
for which the times and technology were not yet ripe or
the dogmatic, authoritarian intellectual tendencies set on motion by traditional
Hindu orthodoxy. These were the main causes of the decline of the tradition.
Most scholars tend to concentrate on some cities such as Varanasi, Pune, Tanjore,
Madurai, Nadia etc. mostly by encouragement of local rules.
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Thus, the education system that existed in India in the early 19th century had its own
merits and demerits. The elementary schools provided the opportunity for basic
education to rural people and its curriculum was secular in approach and responsive
to practical needs. Probably in the higher centres of learning (Tols and Madrasas) too
much emphasis on niceties of grammar, philosophy and religion narrowed down the
scope of expansion of secular and scientific knowledge. The colonial rulers discarded
the indigenous system and replaced it by a system of education of their own. The
potential that the indigenous system had as a means of mass education was destroyed.

1.10 PENNY PRESS,
JOURNALISM

TABLOID

PRESS

&

YELLOW

Newspaper has a specific role to play in our society. Print Media has constantly
evolved. It has passed through various stages -right from the printing of religious
literatures to its present format of multi-edition newspapers, magazines, pamphlets,
brochures among others. We have also seen the growth of other media types in recent
years. Technology has changed a lot. The media industry has been able to cater to the
changing taste of audiences. However, this was not the case always. Media, esp.
newspapers have seen many ups and downs. People have experimented with several
versions of newspapers. In short, newspapers have a history of their own. Let‘s try and
trace their growth and evolution.
Postman, sold at one cent. Such papers could be considered as the Father of Penny
Press.
The Penny Press started by Benjamin Day in 1833, ―The Sun‖, was a paper printed
on four letter size pages, at New York City newspaper from USA. Benjamin Day was
from England who worked with the paper, the Republican. His job at New York was
that of a compositor. Day as a publisher found that penny paper would be read by those
who could not afford a costly paper. His paper was an instant success. Its motto,
printed at the top of every page, was "The object of this paper is to lay before the
public, at a price within the means of every one, all the news of the day, and at the
same time offer an advantageous medium for advertisements." Benjamin introduced
sensationalism with human interest stories. He focused more on common people‘s
interests. Day also used to sell the papers by newsboys.
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Penny press was most noted for its cheap price (one cent) whereas the other
newspapers were priced around six times (six cent) more. The unusual low price
popularized the newspaper in America and attracted poorer readers. Penny press made
news and journalism more popular. It also caused newspapers to give more attention
to the public they served. Editors thought that the information that interested the rich
people may not be having the same appeal among the poor class. Penny newspaper
readers enjoyed more news on police and crimes. Advertising was the major revenue
for the penny press while other newspapers depended on high priced subscriptions
which were collected annually.

Benjamin Day, founder of the penny The Sun, Benjamin Day's Newspaper
press in the USA
(Source: Wikipedia)

Penny Press led to a growth in middle and working classes readers. It created a desire
for news. Penny papers were filled with human interest stories, crime, tragedy,
adventure and local gossip. The papers, however, were characterised by an unpolished
form of journalism. They relied heavily on sensationalism.
Penny papers experimented with news from sports, crime, tragedy, gossip and
adventure. They were low-priced. Benjamin Day‘s paper The Sun was connected to a
wider audience. It used a simple language and had a more direct style. Slowly it
transformed into a daily newspaper. The newspaper was affordable to the working
class. It enjoyed a large distribution.
The success of the penny papers was not easy in the beginning. People did not want to
buy a new newspaper every day, and it was a challenge to convince them of the
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benefits of newspaper in everyday life. But, ultimately they became interested in
In the year 1835 James Gordon Bennett’s introduced the New York Herald. It
brought with it new journalistic practices. Till now newspapers and other media relied
on documents as sources. Bennett introduced the practices of collecting opinions and
interviewing as a method of news gathering.

James Gordon Bennett's

New York Herald

(Source: Wikipedia)
reading the latest news which the penny papers sought to provide.
By 1834, The Sun had the largest circulation in the United States. Its growing
popularity was for its readers passion for The Sun's sensationalism. Some of its stories
were fabricated as well. The Sun added a Saturday edition in 1836. By 1851 the Sun‘s
presses were printing 18,000 copies an hour. The Sun became the first successful daily
which was more popular among poor, middle and working classes.
Many newspaper after The Sun, such as The New York Herald, Tribute, Times and
World in New York began to be sold in one cent. But as they expanded and increased
their circulation, they increased their prices. Newspapers, around this time also saw an
increase the number of their employees. They were beginning to take the shape of
institutions.
Its influence upon the readers: Bennett first brought the concept of news and
organised his newspaper in business lines. In a way he founded a business venture and
introduced competition among newspapers. Bennett‘s New York Herald was
independent of politics or political organizations. His newspaper was in great demand
among advertisers. Bennett reported mainly local news and cases of corruption. He
struggled for accuracy. Bennett realized that ―there was more journalistic money to
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Herald became the nation’s leading paper in circulation. It wielded a tremendous be
made in recording gossip that interested bar-rooms, work-shops, race courses, and
tenement houses, than in consulting the tastes of drawing rooms and libraries.‖ He was
known for his write-up ―money page, which was new in the Herald, and for his
coverage of news on women. His was always in the lookout to get the news first in his
paper.
Horace Greeley, published The New York Tribune in the year 1841. It was one of
the most successful penny papers on those periods. He was involved with the first
penny paper in America, Boston‘s Morning Post, which was a failure.

Horace Greeley

The New York Tribune
(Source: Wikipedia)

His editorial page was the soul of his paper and the reason for its large influence. The
paper achieved a circulation of around 200,000 in the 1850s. It was one of the largest
daily then in New York City. The Tribune's editorials was first choice of reader, it was
also shared and copied in other city newspapers.
The famous penny press paper was started in 1851 by two men, George Jones
(Publisher) and Henry Raymond. Originally the paper was named The New York
Daily Times, but was later changed to The New York Times in 1857.
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George Jones (Publisher)

Henry Raymond

(Source: Wikipedia)
Journalistic standards were taken care of to give very high quality reporting and
writing for the readers. The first issue of the New York Daily Times expressed the
purpose and intention of the newspaper for the society.

The New York Times
Eighteen century newspapers were intended for the business community, contained
ship timetables, wholesale product prices, and advertisements. There were political
newspapers that were controlled by political parties or their editors as a means of
sharing their views with leading stakeholders. Journalists reported the party line,
writing in favour of party positions. The penny press greatly influenced every other
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part of the society by covering news without government interests. Penny Press was
known as newspaper without government or government without newspaper.

(Source: Creative Commons)
Journalists were free from political influence. The stories were now covered on real
life of middle and poor class people. The vocabulary was comparative simpler than
competing newspapers. Telegraph was mostly used to gather news.
Penny Magazine
The growth in penny papers led to Charles Knight‘s The Penny Magazine (1832–
1845). The purpose of this magazine was to educate and improve England‘s poor, but
it was also very popular with Americans. It became a very successful magazine as it
attained a circulation of more than 20,000 copies within a year.

1.11 TABLOID PRESS
After world II a new type of newspaper, the tabloid was born. The Tabloid symbolized
its character as a small size daily newspaper compared to broadsheet newspaper. There
is no standard size paper in newspaper format. If we look after the meaning of tabloid
in Oxford Dictionary, it says; tabloid is a newspaper with smaller pages (usually half
the size of those in large newspaper) compared to broadsheet. Tabloid newspaper
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comes in five to six columns whereas the broadsheet newspaper comes with eight
columns.
Tabloid newspaper comes with articles and stories of famous people, tourist places,
sensational crime stories, astrology, celebrity gossip and news from movies- television
published. Larger newspapers traditionally associated with higher-quality journalism
on daily news coverage were called broadsheets.
The first and the most successful of the tabloids was the New York Illustrated Daily
News. Tabloid newspapers were more popular in Britain and USA. They enjoyed wide
circulation in their target markets. They were the first choice among the readers.
In short the tabloid newspaper could be treated as a daily or weekly newspaper with
its readers. In the couple of years many newspaper across the world were converted
into tabloids. An important factor behind this was the increasing price of newsprint. It
would help the newspaper organisation to intact the newspaper price by reducing the
size of the paper.
Tabloids in India
Mostly the term 'tabloid' refers to weekly or semi-weekly newspapers in Indian
context. Many of these are essentially straightforward newspapers, published in
tabloid format. This is because people traveling in trains and buses prefer to read
smaller-size newspapers due to lack of space. These newspapers were distinguished
from the major dailies, in that they offered an alternative viewpoint. Editors of these
tabloids were more locally oriented and the paper was editorially independent from
major media houses.
Employment News was launched in 1976. It is one of the leading tabloids in India. Its
prime objective was to provide an effective platform on job vacancies, job oriented
training programmes, admission notices relating to job oriented courses and results of
recruitment examinations. In addition to job vacancies, Rozgar Samachar, in each
issue, carries article on job opportunities in various sectors, including emerging
sectors. Since its launch, Employment News has proved useful for our young
graduates, engineers, scientists and other qualified persons, looking for employment
or seeking to improve their prospects.
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(Source: Wikipedia)
The weekly carries job advertisements for Central, State Governments, Public Sector
Undertakings, Autonomous Bodies, Universities, admission notices for professional
courses, examination notices and results of UPSC, SSC and other general recruitment
bodies and mid-level career promotion opportunities. In addition, there is also an
Editorial segment, which carries articles on career opportunities. The articles deal with
career guidance on new and upcoming fields or professional activities with
information on the employment prospects in the area, qualifications required to enter
the profession and the institutes to avail education and training from.
The target groups of the weekly are civil service aspirants, candidates appearing for
competitive exams and interviews. The mandate of the weekly is to inform and educate
the young people so that they can make an informed decision about their careers.
It is pertinent to mention that besides fulfilling the social obligation for which the
journal was started, Employment News/ Rozgar Samachar has been earning
substantial profits regularly. The journal, which has earned the distinction of being
one of the highest circulated weeklies, is available throughout the length and breadth
of the country.
As of 31 March 2018, there were over 100,000 publications registered with the
Registrar of Newspaper in India (RNI). India has the second-largest newspaper market
in the world, with daily newspapers reporting a combined circulation of over 240
million copies as of 2018.
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The Daily Mint, of Hindustan Times Group has been acceptable by the readers since
2005. It focuses on finance, business, politics and other developmental issues.

(Source: Wikipedia)
Times group, the company who owns The Times of India, started its tabloid known as
Mumbai Mirror, from 2005. Now it has a daily circulation of approximately 7,00,000
copies.

(Source: Wikipedia)
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The Mid Day published from Mumbai and New Delhi has been in existence as a
evening daily from 2007. This tabloid is published in three different languages which
include Urdu, Gujarati, and English. The various sections of this tabloid consist of
'Travel', 'Sex and Relationships', 'Food and Health', 'Lifestyle' and 'National or
International News'.

In the same year i.e. 2007, the India Today group started the Mail Today. It focuses
on political and business news with vibrant pictures.

DNA or Daily News and Analysis is a reputed Indian daily tabloid which was founded
on 30th July, 2005 and is published from regions like Indore, Mumbai, Pune, Jaipur,
Ahmedabad and Bangalore. It was the very first Indian tabloid which introduced a
format of all-colour pages. Managed by Diligent Media Corporation, DNA‘s target
readers are basically youngsters.
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1.12 YELLOW JOURNALISM
The last decade of the 19th century is one of the special significance in the growth
of the press becaus E it marked the beginning of new kind of Journalism
yellow
journalism. Yellow Journalism was one of the most dramatic episodes in the
history of press. It is about news where biased opinion is masked as an objective

Ebela is a Bengali tabloid which targets young Bengali readers mainly from West
Bengal. Published by ABP Group this Bengali daily tabloid contains 32 pages.
Presently, it is circulated from Howrah and Kolkata.
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The New Indian Express comes with different supplements on different days of the
week. One of its popular tabloids is known as edex. This paper consists of educational
news from different campuses and articles on various courses.

fact. Moreover the practice of yellow journalism involved sensationalism, distorted
stories and misleading images for the sole purpose of boosting newspaper sales.
Within this competitive context, brutal struggles for additional readers, newspapers
would fight by any means available to expand their circulation figures, which is of
course the key to increased advertisement revenue and profits. Various features,
devices, gimmicks, styles, and experiments were tried by each side to make its paper
more appealing to the mass of readers.
Newspaper today contains many of the devices that are actually product of the rivalries
of the 1890‘s. One of these was colour comics: an early comic character was called
yellow kid from which Yellow Journalism is said to derive its name. Yellow
Journalism is a muted division of journalism that goes against the key principles of
reporting as unbiased and objective tools for conveying the news.
Yellow Journalism is ―journalism that exploits, distorts or exaggerates the news to
create sensation and attracts readers.‖ Yellow journalism believes in gross
misreporting and under reporting of facts, in playing up news that is likely to create a
frenzy, stringing an emotional chord with the masses, feeding the appetite for the
sensationalism, scandalizing and exciting public opinion.
The Battle on Park Row, New York, between Willam Randolph Hearst‘s Journal and
Joseph Pulitzer World in the late of nineteenth century, marked the advent of
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Yellow Journalism.

It all started, some historians believe, with the onset of the rapid industrialization that
was happening all around the world. The industrial revolution eventually affected the
newspaper industry. Newspapers were printed from machines that could easily print
thousands of newspaper in a single night. This is believed to have brought into play
yellow journalism aimed at an endless drive for circulation. India has increasing fallen
prey to this pollution and stands today under its heavy and gaudy canvas. Newspaper
and television media, in an attempt to boost circulation and enhance viewership, have
restored to do such devil practice under the banner of Journalism. Distinguished and
renowned media people, writers, correspondents and editors have resorted to garish
and often lewd news items. With each channel in a rush for breaking news yellow
journalism gets a silent sanction from most editors.
The average Indians can identify symptoms of yellow journalism with ease. On the
other level the foul play is played by the visual. Large fonts, dramatic colours,
irrelevant and theatrical photography are used in an attempt to embellish the most
trivial news. As the same time the language used in the form of bold headlines or news
flashes is often atrocious, forcing the readers or viewers to halt abruptly and take
notice. The media often plays along with the rumour mill not bothering to verify,
faking quotes and printing bogus interviews.
The media in India, in a number of ways projects a degrading, inferior version of itself,
compromised in its ethics, stirring panic and grappling for attention in ways that have
been outgrown long ago. India as a newly born country needs pure unbiased news of
relevance. As all infants, Young India can’t always be expected to tell the difference
between what it needs to know and what it wants to know. One would expect the
experienced media moguls to be better placed to decide upon what news deserves
notice and what can be thwarted. But perhaps this discretion is blurrier than
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anticipated. India needs facts, not biased opinions. Our media needs not to stand big
and looming, but instead, to mature and grow.
In India some of the Hindi news channels are involved in practice of yellow
journalism. No one can beat them in the absurdity of the news that they break. These
channels are creating history by spreading such baseless rhetoric. They give utterly
sensational words to simple stories (for example, when Amitabh Bachchan got well
after an illness - they reported it as his rebirth!). They can scandalize just about
anything (a cat was stranded on a terrace and they made a half-an-hour story out of it).
They take the viewers for granted and serve just about anything to them in the name
of news.
The management of those TV channels are aware of their public image. They know
that people refer to the channel as the one with stupid breaking news. But still they are
unwaveringly continuing with their strategy of sensationalism. Why? Simply because
they are doing business and they do have a viewership. They are targeting a niche
market of people who want to have sensational news and have little or no interest in
important news.
The tone of the news anchors is hilarious! The news anchors speak in a fashion as
though they are trying to sell the news from a roadside.

1.13 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1.

Why Penny Press got popular with its readers?
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........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
2.

Describe a Tabloid?

........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
3.

Yellow Journalism trivialises news? Explain.
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........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
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LANGUAGE OF NEWS

Structure
2.0

Unit Structure

2.1

Learning Objective

2.2

Introduction

2.3

Language of News

2.4

Robert Gunning: Principles of Clear Writing

2.5

Rudolf Flesch formula: Skills to Write News

2.6

Check Your Progress

2.1

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

The importance of this unit is to understand the language of news, different principles
of writing and skills needed to prepare news. After completion of this unit learner
would able to understand:
•
•
•

2.2

How to write a news.
Principle of clear writing.
The need and importance of evaluating one‘s own write-up.

INTRODUCTION

News content have a different language compare to any other write-up. In the
profession of journalism the journalist should know all about the language of news
writing. Journalist is to help the readers know what is happening around them. Most
readers do not understand a complex language, so it must be made simpler. Journalists
are guided by organisational style books on such things as sentence length, punctuation
or the word usage. Many organisation, however, do not have their own style book.
Many a times the journalist follows the general guidelines to write news.
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2.3

LANGUAGE OF NEWS

News is such information which happens all around the world. We obtain information
on local, national and international affairs. Politics, sports, business, entertainment,
science, technology, holiday‘s lifestyle, fashion and many more stories of human
interest are covered by newspapers. Reading the news fulfils the desire of civil society
to understand what is going around.
While making news different aspects are taken into consideration. They are the news
story, topic relevance, text size, number of details and sociocultural values that are
assumed to be shared by the readers. But the key role is played by the language of
news. Before making any news the writer has to understand the linguistic community
or the target readers.
Every news is written keeping in mind different variables such as Topic, Participants,
relationship and Purpose. This is what makes the news more sensible and prominent.
Topic is the subject of the news which is likely to be surprising, exciting and provoking
for the readers. Participants determine the language used in the news as well as the
amount of information that is explained. Relationship determines the writers need to
use a language which can be understood by the readers. Purpose is to produce the
language which will best suit particular readers.
Language has a specific significance in news writing. Language is concerned with the
exact manner in which words and phrases are presented in writing. When you read a
passage aloud, every word or phrase that you hear constitutes the language. So it is
clear that the written language is prepared on the basis of reader’s interest and ability.

2.4

ROBERT GUNNING: PRINCIPLES OF CLEAR WRITING

The Techniques of Clear Writing is a book written by Robert Gunning in 1968. He
emphasizes ten principles for clarity in writing. The book is recommended for writers
and journalist who are in the field of newspaper and magazines. In fact, writers of all
genres can benefit from Robert Gunning's excellent book. The principles given in the
book are as follows.
Principle 1: Keep sentences short
•
•
•

The length of sentences must be short and average to avoid boring your
readers. Length of 15 to 20 words per sentence would be a good average.
Short sentences are not enough by themselves. Long sentences are not the
leading cause of confused writing. Unclear words block clarity.
Trim the heavy words and unclear words from your writing.
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Principle 2: Prefer the simple to the complex
•

•
•

Minimise the complex form of writing. You need both simple and complex
forms for clear expression. Most of the times, the complex forms may be
best.So, if the right word is a big word, go ahead and use it. But if a shorter
word does the job, use it.
We write "police" when we could just as well write "cop" or "modification"
when the short word "change" can be written.
Writing shorter sentences usually means you use shorter words.

Principle 3: Prefer the familiar word
•

•
•

You can be master along with a working vocabulary of 5,000 words. But if you
want to succeed in our complicated society, you'll be better off with 30,000
words. However, intelligent people use their large vocabulary only to give
clear, exact meaning — never to show off.
Big minds use little words; little minds use big words.
The most familiar words are 10 short ones: a, in, that, it, is, I, of, and, to, the.
They make up 25 percent of all that is written and spoken in English.

Principle 4: Avoid unnecessary words
•

Letters can be cut in half and still say the same thing. Unnecessary words
usually create confusion.

Principle 5: Put action in your verbs
•

Always try writing with an active verb. Readers want to read everything in
present tense. Active For example; I mailed the letter

Passive
For example; Letter was mailed by me.
Principle 6: Write like you talk
•
•
•

Some grammarians would insist that "write like you talk" is poor grammar.
They prefer "write as you talk."
In some way storytelling and writing are completely different, but the writer
would follow the way he/she talks.
"Write like you talk" also has its limitations when it comes to news writing.
Newspapers — many at least — still prefer that news stories be written in
inverted pyramid style and in an impersonal manner.
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Principle 7: Use terms your reader can picture
•
•
•

Avoid fuzzy (unclear) words. "Conditions," "situations," "facilities,"
"inadequacies" are typical examples.
Use specific meanings of such words, which gives a clear picture in the mind
of readers.
When words are not fixed, they vary in meaning from person to person, the
meaning depending upon the experience of that person and the pictures the
words call to mind.

Principle 8: Tie in with your reader's experience
•
•
•

•

Much communication fails because writers ignore readers' beliefs, ignore how
they came by them, and how firmly they hold on to them.
Highly abstract terms often are useful for thinking, but they are tricky in
communication because they are open to such wide interpretation.
In trying to persuade readers to accept your words, remember that the meaning
they produce will be determined entirely by their past experiences and
purposes.
To get your words read, understood and accepted, you must have a clear
understanding of your own purposes and of the purposes of the reader. If these
purposes differ, you have two courses for winning acceptance of your message.
You must either change your readers' purpose, or you must show them that
though your purposes differ in part, they have, at the same time, much in
common.

Principle 9: Make full use of variety
•
•

•

The style of your writing will grow with experience.
If you get "caught" writing simply, you have failed. Good writers work within
a strict discipline of simplicity. But they introduce enough variety of sentence
length, structure, and vocabulary so that the simplicity is not noticed. As a
result, readers never think the writing is rough or childish.
Variety is a main ingredient in the art of writing. Only practice can lead to
variety.

Principle 10: Write to express, not impress
•
•
•

An inexperienced writer always tries to impress rather than express.
When writing is easy we make it more difficult by seeking out long, unfamiliar
words, and in writing long, twisting sentences.
Writer took the chance of hitting the readers with big words instead of small.
Readers have almost rid themselves in language. It's been a long time since
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•

2.5

any of us have heard anyone say, "I can't understand what he is saying; he must
be highly intelligent."
Pay attention to clear expression, and for the most part grammar will take care
of itself.

RUDOLF FLESCH FORMULA: SKILLS TO WRITE NEWS

Rudolf Franz Flesch was an Austrian American readability expert. He was author,
writer and consultant with the Associated Press who helped improve the readability of
newspaper. He developed the Flesch formula which made it easy to enhance the
readability of English newspapers. He said if you want to learn how to write you need
the exact information and the right kind of language for your audience.
Flesch Reading Ease
In the Flesch reading-ease test, higher scores indicate material that is easier to read;
lower numbers mark passages that are more difficult to read. The formula for the
Flesch reading-ease score (FRES) test is

Scores can be interpreted as shown in the table below.

Below you can see four Flesch Formula scores and what they tell us:
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•
•
•
•

100 = The passage is extremely easy to read and understand.
65 = The passage is relatively easy to read and understand.
30 = The passage is difficult to read and understand.
0 = The passage is extremely difficult to read and understand.

Flesch Formula – a readability index
The Flesch Formula is a readability index. Its score range from zero to 100. The higher
the score, the easier the text is to read and understand. According to Flesch, shorter
words and sentences are easier to read and understand than long ones.
CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
4. What is the importance of Language in the News?
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
5. Describe the principles of Clear Writing?
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
6. What is the main objective of Rodulf Flesch formula?
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
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3.1

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

The objective of this unit is to know about the evolution of newspapers in India. After
completion of this unit students should able to understand
• Evolution of newspaper in India
• Role of newspapers in freedom movement
• Growth of vernacular newspapers

3.2

INTRODUCTION

Press in India has a chequered history. Press in India has struggled against continuous
regressive measures of pre-independence era. Freedom fighters, social reformers and
intellectuals helped nurture the press and considerably contributed towards its
development and growth. The great leaders of freedom movement like Mahatma
Gandhi, Lokmanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak, social reformers and liberal thinkers like
Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Surendranath Bannerjee and Gopal Krishna Gokahale were in
the country and in turn was nurtured by it. Language papers, taken as the weapon of
freedom movement, proved to be a success.
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3.3

BEGINNING OF PRESS IN INDIA

The first newspaper was started in India on January 29, 1780 by James Augustus
themselves either editors or pioneers in establishing well known newspapers.
Therefore the history of journalism has been inextricably linked with the growth of
national consciousness and the progress of freedom movement. The emergence of
language press played a vital role for awakening of social reformation in India. In
fact, it was the press that nurtured the national consciousness and freedom movement
Hickey with a name The Bengal Gazette.It was also known as ―Calcutta General
Advertiser‖. It was a sheet of paper with a size of 12‖x 8‖ having three columns on each
side. It was a weekly English political and commercial newspaper printed by Hickey.
Hickey on his first issue introduced himself and the paper and said thus about his
venture, ―I have no particular passion for printing of newspaper; I have no prosperity!
I was not bred to a slavish life of hard work, yet I take pleasure of freedom for my
mind and soul‖.

The paper was published for local readers with lots of gossip and scandals of people
living in Britain. The newspaper was mostly related to the private lives of individuals.
Hickey gained popularity within some weeks by writing about the pretty women from
England in his women column. Hickey knew his readers choice and believed in
investigative, spicy news. The newspaper was filled with advertisements. But very
soon Hickey comes to the notice of Warren Hastings, the Governor General. In June
1781 Hasting patience was to end and the chief Justice of India Elijah Impey send an
army of 400 people to arrest Hickey at his house and to seize his printing press. Hickey
was; however, brave enough to have pioneered publication of newspapers in India.
The newspaper became famous not only among the British community posted at India
but also inspired Indians to write newspapers of their own.
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After Hicky‘s paper Messer B Messinck and Peter Read brought out the ‘Indian
Gazette’ in November 1780. Many other newspapers were also started, namely
Calcutta Gazette (1784), The Bengal Journal (1785).
In 1785, Richard Johnson in Madras brought out ‘Madras Courier’ in English
language. R. William‘s ‘Madras Gazette’ in 1795 and Humphrey‘s ‘India Herald’ in
1796 were notable names.
The business city Bombay got its first newspapers in the form of ‗Bombay Herald’ in
1789, Bombay Courier’ in 1789 and ‘Bombay Gazette’ in 1791.
Some merchants of Calcutta in 1818 started ‘Calcutta Chronicle’, whose editor was
James Silk Buckingham. He had introduced a new approach of Journalism in India.
He initiated clear journalistic practices and covered the problems of local people and
their lives. Buckinghum‘s paper was interested in discussing the act and policies of
Bengal Govt., the postal service, the police and Government‘s attitude towards matters
of human interest.

Buckingham criticized the policy of sati and denounced the Govt. failure and put it
into system. He raised the voice for the freedom of press in his paper when he faced
the interference of the authorities.
Initially the growth of newspaper was slow, but with time it took momentum, The
early 19th century saw the development of language press in India. Social reformers
like Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Dwarkanath Tagore, Mahadev Govind Ranade, Gopal Rao
Hari Deshmukh, Dadabhai Naoroji published newspapers in Indian languages. Raja
Ram Mohan Roy had started a movement against the evil practice of ‗Sati’.
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Raja Ram Mohan Roy, a social reformer, recognized the power of newspapers and
started a Bengali newspaper ‘Sambad Kaumudi’ in 1822 and a Persian paper
‘MiratulAkhbar’ in the same year. Fardaonji Murzban in 1822 started ‘Bombay
Samachar’; he was a pioneer of the Vernacular Press in Bombay. The vernacular paper
brought a national awakening in the British ruled India.
In 3 November, 1838, The Times of India issued its first edition as The Bombay Times
and Journal of Commerce. The first edition of The Times of India was published by
Robert Knight on 1861.
In 1878, "The Hindu" was started in English language. The paper was mainly
distributed in Tamil Nadu and Kerala. The Pioneer started in 1861, The Statesman
started in 1875. Up till 1947 this newspaper continued to support the cause of
Britishers.
Now, all the above newspapers have rendered more than 150 years of service. Times
of India have grown as the biggest English daily in the country.

3.4

EMERGENCE OF VERNACULAR NEWSPAPER

Language press played an important role in in the freedom struggle. Samachar Darpan
was the first newspaper in Bengali Language. It was first published on 1818.
It carried out both Indian and foreign news. Dig darshan also started in the same year.
Bengali newspaper ‘Sambad Kaumudi’ and another Persian paper ‘Mirat-ulAkhbar’
both started in the year 1822. They were both published by Raja Rammohan Roy. Both
his papers fought against social evils like sati, idol worship, child marriage and caste
system in the society. Raja Rammohan Roy was the founder of language newspaper
in India. He showed the seeds of national awakening in the British ruled India.

Sambad Pravakar was the first Bengali daily newspaper published in 1839. It was
patronized by Iswar Chandra Gupta.
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1857 is known as the year of the emergence of journalism in India. It was the year of
the first war of Independence or Sepoy Mutiny. During and after the mutiny English
owned and Indian-Owned newspapers created a distension between English Language
and Indian Language journals. Indian attitude to British administration changed after
the first war of Independence. This period saw the beginning of the national awakening
and the beginning of great national newspapers. The government passed the
Vernacular Press Act in 1876. Amrita Bazaar Patrika was started by two brothers,
Shishir Kumar Ghosh and Motilal Ghosh.

Mid to later part of 19th century saw newspapers coming out in different regional
languages. These papers were gradually voicing their opinion towards political
freedom and social reform. Indian press has advocated the cause of self-government
in India. In 1870, the Amrita Bazar Partika demanded the constitution of the
parliament of India.
This was the time when social reformers and political leaders had started contributing
to the field of journalism. They included C.Y. Chintamani, N. C. Kelkar, Ferozeshah
Mehta.
On 1922 a Bengali newspaper Ananda Bazar Patrika, was started by Mrinal Kanti
Ghosh, Prafulla Kumar Sarkar and Suresh Chandra Majumdar. They also had their
English counterpart, Hindustan Standard.These papers played a prominent role in
Indian freedom movement. Surendranath‘s Bangalee, Keshab Chandra Sen‘s Sulava
Samachar a weekly newspaper, Krishna Kamal Bhattacharaya‘s Basumati, Panch
Cowrie Bannerjee‘s Nayak, Arabindo Ghosh‘s Bande Mataram and Barendra Kumar
Ghose‘s newspaper Yugantar, achieved great popularity among the Bengali readers.
In the struggle against the British, some of the newspapers played a very prominent
role. This included the Hindi Patriot. Established in 1853, by the author and
playwright, Grish Chandra Ghosh, it became popular under the editorship of Harish
Chandra Mukherjee. In 1861, the paper published a play, ―Neel Darpan and launched
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a movement against the British, urging people to stop cultivating Indigo crop for white
traders. This resulted in the formation of a Neel Commission. Later, the paper was
taken over by Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar. The paper strongly opposed the
Government’s excesses and demanded that Indians be appointed to top government
posts. The Indian Mirror, another contemporary, was very popular among the reading
public.
The first Hindi newspaper Oodhund Martand, was published from Kolkata in 1826. It
was meant for the Hindi readers. The second Hindi paper Bangadoot was published in
1829 by Raja Rammohan Roy and Dwarika Prasad Thakore with Nilratan haldar as its
editor. Besides Hindi, it was published in English, Bengali and Persian language. The
first daily Samachar Sudha Varshan came out in 1854 from Kolkata. It was edited and
published by Shyam Sunder Sen.
In between 1850 to 1857 a number of Hindi Newspaper were published. Among them
were Beneras Akbar, Sudhakar Tatwa Bodhini, Patrika and Satya. Newspaper like
Bharat Mitra, Sarsudhanadhi, Uchit Wakta and Hindi Bangavasi were published from
Calcutta during last decade of 19th century.
The Bharat Mitra was a famous Hindi journal of Calcutta which started its publication
in May 17, 1878 as a fortnightly. It contributed a lot towards propagating the cause of
the freedom movement. The journal exposed the British conspiracy to usurp Kashmir.
Several other papers were published from Calcutta. Some of them which played an
important role in freedom struggle included Ambika Prasad Vajpayee’s Swatantra
Bharat, Ramanand Chatterjee‘s Modern Review’ in English, Pravasi Patra’ in Bengali
and Vishal Bharat in Hindi.
The beginning of the new century saw the birth of many Hindi dailies in Bombay,
Calcutta and Patna. In 1920, the Aaj was started from Banaras. It played a notable part
in freedom struggle. Aaj was a bulwark of the Indian National Congress and its main
forum was to spread the message of freedom to Hindi speaking people in Uttar
Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Nepal. Its tone and style of reporting was
fearless. In Patna the Desh, a weekly, was an influential journal and the mouth piece
of Congress. It was founded by Rajendra Prasad and his friends in 1920.
In 1924 there were 102 Hindi newspapers; only four of them were dailies (Aaj from
Banaras, Swatantra, Calcutta Samachar and Arjun from Delhi). The Indian language
press has undoubtedly contributed to the struggle for independence. Vernacular press
extended moral support during Mahatma Gandhi‘s non-cooperation movement.
In Bihar the tradition of national newspapers was carried forward by Sachidanand
Sinha, who had started the publication of Searchlight under the editorship of Murti
Manohar Sinha. Dev Brat Shastri started publication of Nav Shakti and Rashtra Vani.
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The weekly Yogi and the Hunkar also contributed very much to the general
awakening.
Interestingly one-third of the founding members of the INC in 1885 were journalists.
In fact, almost all the major political leaders in India either owned a newspaper or
were contributing their writings to one or the other. The circulation was not confined
only to cities or large towns. Newspapers used to reach remote villages. A reader
would then read them to the others who, most probably, were not able to read.
Gradually the trend of libraries started all over the country. A single newspaper would
be made the centre of a local library. The main assets used to be a table, a bench or
two or a charpoy. Every piece of news or editorial comment would be read or heard
and discussed thoroughly. The newspapers were started to be considered as political
educators and reading or discussing them became a form of political participation.
Newspapers were not published with business intentions but as a national or public
service. They were patronised and financed by rich, aware philanthropists. They
played the role of an institution of opposition for the Government. As a grudge, almost
every act and every policy that the Government went forward with was criticised
ruthlessly. Section 124A of the Indian Penal Code stated that whoever attempts to
excite feelings of disaffection against the Government established by law in British
India was to be punished with transportation for life or with imprisonment up to three
years or for any term. Indian journalists used tricks to stay outside Section 124A. They
would publish anti-imperialist extracts from Londonbased socialist and Irish
newspapers or letters from radical British citizens. Indian (British) Government could
not discriminate against the Indians by taking action against them without punishing
the offending Britishers too.
The Vernacular Press Act of 1878, against Indian language newspapers, was passed at
a single sitting of the Imperial Legislative Council. The Act ordered the confiscation
of the printing press, paper and other materials of a newspaper if the Government
believed that it was publishing instigative materials and had flouted any warning from
the government. Nationalist public bodies and the Press campaigned against this Act.
Eventually, it had to be repealed in 1881 by Lord Ripon.
The Indian print media (newspapers, journals and books) started after the 1860s,
played a very powerful role in educating, convincing and mobilising people by
spreading nationalist ideas. Contrary to what we find today, journalism in those days
was more of a mission rather than profession and journalism those days milked this
opportunity to the full by not only creating opposition and hatred against the British
rule but also developing a strong determination to liberate India from the foreign rule.
In fact, there was hardly any prominent leader who did not edit or write for a
newspaper in those days. Small, informal library movements sprang up in every part
of India, wherein the villagers would gather around a cot to read and discuss the day’s
paper. In fact, it became a medium of nationalist political participation for those who
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could not play a more active and vocal role in the movement. These library movements
did a lot to propagate the modern ideas of democracy, freedom, equality and
patriotism. More importantly, it played a great role in welding India into a single
nation and gave the Indians a sense of oneness and a new national identity, which was
non-existent before. This new-found identity played a pivotal role in mobilising the
people’s hidden energies into a more constructive direction.

3.5

FREEDOM MOVEMENT AND INDIAN PRESS

During the British rule Indian newspaper came into existence and played an important
role in the country’s freedom struggle. In fact, newspaper worked as mouth pieces of
the freedom struggle whether at the national or regional level. The role of press in
strengthening the freedom movement was a glorious chapter in Indian history. Most
prominent members of Congress party were either journalist or editors of newspapers.
Dadbhai Naroji, Ranade and Narendrenath Sen and many more were attached to
newspapers. Among the newspapers, which played a leading role were K.K.Mitra‘s
Sanjeevini, Surendranath Banarjee‘s Bengali, Motilal Ghosh‘s Amrita Bajar
Patrika,Bipin Chandra Pal‘s New India, Aji Singh‘s Bharat Mata, etc.
The story of the role of press during freedom movement remains incomplete without
the mention of Bal Gangadhar Tilak. He brought the Marathi weekly Kesari and
another English weekly Mahratta. Mahatma Gandhi started Young India and
Harijan.
Jawaharlal Nehru started the National Herald. Chittaranjan Das came up with
Forward; Dayal Singh Majithia with the Tribune. This list is indeed very long and runs
across languages and regions.
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Tilak carried the national liberation through his paper by education of people on social,
political and economic subjects.
Gandhi changed the shape of national movement by influencing people on various
issues. His paper was published without advertisement and enjoyed a wide circulation.
He took to journalism to serve people. He valued people‘s opinion. He was a great
communicator and leader of his time. Journalism in India was heavily influenced by
Gandhi.
Gandhiji was associated as an editor with Indian Opinion which he started from South
Africa. It was a weekly (16 pages tabloid). Indian Opinion was bi-lingual (English and
Gujrati).
Gandhiji launched Satyagraha against the British Govt. after the massacre at
Jallianwala Bagh. The two journals Young India (English) and Navajivan (Gujrati)
were used as a weapon to ventilate his views and to educate the public on satyagraha.
Gandhi know how to use the power of press and public opinion in his writings.

In 1933. Gandhaji started Harijan, Harijanbandhu and Harijansevak in English, Gujrati
and Hindi. These papers were vehicles against untouchability and poverty in rural
areas. Leadership of Gandhi influenced the language newspapers during national
movement.
As freedom struggle gained momentum, there was a steady rise of Hindi journalism
both in term of quality and quantity. More number of Hindi publications took birth in
almost all north Indian states and also in Maharashtra, Bengal and Hyderabad. One of
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the important Hindi dailies published from the capital was Hindustan, sister newspaper
of Hindustan Times. It started in 1936. Wide news coverage and variety of special
features marked the Hindustan.
According to RNI (Registrar of Newspaper in India) the total no of publications in
Hindi alone was 27,527 in 2007-08 including 3418 dailies and 12793 weeklies.

3.6

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. Describe the first newspaper of India?
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
2. Describe the role of language newspapers in India?
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
3. What was the objective of newspapers during freedom struggle?
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
4. Describe Gandhi as a Communicator?
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………

3.7

GLOSSARY

UNIT - 1
•

Penny Press was the term used to improve newspaper business and sold at a
cheapest price as compared to other newspaper. There was low - priced paper
in England as early as 1706 which was known as Orange Postman sold at one
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cent. It was the Father of Penny Press. Newspaper in this country runs with a
fixed subscription price per year.
•

Horatio Davis Sheppard was known as Horatio Shepard was an American
physician who founded the first Penny Press in 1833. The newspaper was
published in the New Year at United States, as Morning Post.

•

The Penny Press was started by Benjamin Day in 1833, He published “The
Sun” a printed paper on four letter size pages, at New York City newspaper
from USA.

•

Penny press was most noted for its cheapest price (one cent) whereas the other
newspapers were priced around six times (six cent) more than it distributed
through subscriptions. The unusual low price popularized the newspaper in
America and influences to attract the poorer class readers.

•

Many newspaper after The Sun, such as The New York Herald, Tribute, Times
and World in New York began to sold in one cent. But as they expanded and
increase their circulation, they increase their price.

•

After world II a new type of newspaper, the tabloid was born. The Tabloid
symbolized its character as a small size daily newspaper compared to
broadsheet newspaper. There is no standard size paper in newspaper format.

•

The first and the most successful of the tabloids was the New York Illustrated
Daily News. Tabloid newspapers are more popular in Britain and USA. The
circulation is spread widely in their target market as the first choice among the
readers.

•

Mostly the term 'tabloid' refers to weekly or semi-weekly newspapers in Indian
context. Many of these are essentially straightforward newspapers, publishing
in tabloid format, because people travel in train and bus prefer to read smaller
size newspapers due to lack of space.

•

The last decade of the 19th century is one of the special significance in the
growth of the press because it was the beginning of new kind of Journalism.

Yellow Journalism was one of the most dramatic episodes in the development of press.
The news which is biased opinion masked as objective fact.
Moreover, the practice of yellow journalism involved sensationalism, distorted stories
and misleading images for the sole purpose of boosting newspaper sales and existing
public opinion.
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UNIT-2
•

News is such information which happens all around the world. We obtain
information in local, national and international as current affairs often packed
with healthy dose of shopping advice. Politics, sport, business, entertainment,
science, technology, holiday’s lifestyle, fashion and many more human interest
covered by the newspaper.

•

Every news is written with an intention or the combination of different
variables such as Topic, Participants, Relationship and Purpose which makes
the news more sensible and prominent. Topic is the subject of the news which
likely come with surprise, excite and provoke the readers.

•

The Techniques of Clear Writing is a book written by Robert Gunning in 1968.
He emphasizes ten principles for clarity in writing.

•

10 Principles of Robert Gunning.

•

Rudolf Franz Flesch was an Austrian American readability expert. He was
author, writer and consultant with the associated press who have improved the
readability of newspaper.

•

In the Flesch reading-ease test, higher scores indicate material that is easier to
read; lower numbers mark passages that are more difficult to read.

UNIT-3
•

The first newspaper was started in India on January 29, 1780 by James
Augustus Hickey with a name The Bengal Gazette it was also known as
―Calcutta General Advertiser‖. It was a sheet paper with a size of 12‖x 8‖
having three columns on each side. It was a weekly English political and
commercial newspaper declared by Hickey.

•

In 1785, Richard Johnson in Madras brought out ‘Madras Courier’ in English
language. R. William’s ‘Madras Gazette’ in 1795 and Humphrey‘s ‘India
Herald’ in 1796.

•

In 1818 some merchants of Calcutta started ‘Calcutta Chronicle’ and the editor
was James Silk Buckingham. He had introduced a new approach to Journalism
in India. He initiated clear journalistic practices and covered the problems of
local people and their lives. • In the early of 19th century was primary period
of development of language press in India. The social reformer like Raja
Ramohan Roy, Dwarkanath Tagore, Mahadev Govind Ranade, Gopal Rao
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Hari Deshmukh, Dadabhai Naoroji published newspaper in Indian language.
Even he had started a movement against the evil practice of ‗Sati’.
•

Raja Ram Mohan Roy a social reformer recognized the power of newspapers
and started a Bengali newspaper ‘Sambad Kaumudi’ in 1822 and a Persian
paper ‘Mirat-ul-Akhbar’ in 1822.FardaonjiMurzban in 1822 started ‘Bombay
Samachar’, he was a pioneer of the Vernacular Press in Bombay. The
vernacular paper brought a national awakening in the British rule in India.

•

In 1878, "The Hindu" was started in the English language, which was mainly
distributed in Tamil Nadu and Kerala. The Pioneer started on 1861, The
Statesman from 1875. Up to 1947 this newspaper continued to support the
causes of Britishers. Now, all the newspaper have more than 150 years of
service.

•

Language press played an important role in in the freedom struggle. Samachar
Darpan was the first newspaper in Bengali Language published on 1818. It
carried out both Indian and foreign news. Dig darshan was also in the same
year. Bengali newspaper ‘Sambad Kaumudi’ in 1822 and a Persian paper
‘Mirat-ul-Akhbar’ in 1822 was published by Raja Rammohan Roy. Most of
the news are against of social evil like sati, idol worship, child marriage and
caste system in the society.

•

In 1857, newspapers owned by Indians and British were divided and the
government passed the Vernacular Press Act in 1876. 1861, 1868, 'Amrita
Bazaar Patrika' was started by two brothers, Shishir Kumar Ghosh and Motilal
Ghosh.

•

The first Hindi newspaper Oodhund Martand, published from Kolkata on 1826
in the interest of Hindi readers. The second Hindi paper Bangadoot was
published in 1829 by Raja Rammohan Roy and Dwarika Prasad Thakore with
Nilratanhaldar as its editor. Besides Hindi, it was published in English, Bengali
and Persian language.

•

In 1924 there were 102 Hindi Newspaper; only four of them are dailies (Aaj
from Banaras, Swatantra, Calcutta Samachar and Arjun from Delhi)

•

Newspaper which have leading role in freedom movement were K.K.Mitra’s
Sanjeevini, Surebdranath Banarjee’s Bengali, Motilal Ghosh‘s Amrita Bajar
Patrika, Bipin Chandra Pal‘s New India, Aji Singh‘s Bharat Mata, etc.
Supported in this revolutionary movement of freedom.
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3.8

•

The story of our freedom movement remain incomplete without the mention
of Bal Gangadhar Tilak brought Kesari and Mahratta newspaper, Mahatma
Gandhi started Young India and Harijan. Jawaharlal Nehru started the
National Herald. Chittaranjan Das with Forward, Dayalsingh Majithia with the
Tribune. This list is very long and runs across languages and regions.

•

Gandhiji was associated as an editor with Indian Opinion which he started from
South Africa. It was a weekly (16 pages tabloid) bi-lingual (English and
Gujrati).

•

In 1933. Gandhaji started Harijan, Harijanbandhu and Harijansevakin English,
Gujrati and Hindi. These papers are vehicles against untouchability and
poverty in rural areas. Leadership of Gandhi influenced the language
newspaper in national movement.

•

According to RNI (Registrar of Newspaper in India) the total no of
publications in Hindi was 27,527 in 2007-08 including 3418 dailies and 12793
weeklies.
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3.9

ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

UNIT-1
1. (Answer to Q.1) Penny press was popular for its price and content. Penny
newspaper was most noted for its cheapest price (one cent) whereas the other
newspapers were priced around six times (six cent) more than it distributed
through subscriptions. The unusual low price popularized the newspaper in
America and influences to attract the poorer class readers. Penny press made the
news and journalism more popular also caused newspapers to start to give more
attention for public they served.
2. (Answer to Q.2) The Tabloid symbolized its character as a small sized daily
newspaper compared to broadsheet newspaper. Tabloid newspaper comes in five
to six columns whereas the broadsheet newspaper comes with eight columns.
Mostly the term 'tabloid' refers to weekly or semi-weekly newspapers in Indian
context. Many of these are essentially straightforward newspapers, publishing in
tabloid format, because people travel in train and bus prefer to read smaller-size
newspapers due to lack of space.
3. (Answer to Q.3) Yellow Journalism is ―journalism that exploits, distorts or
exaggerates the news to create sensation and attracts readers.‖ Yellow journalism
believes in gross misreporting and under reporting of facts in playing up news that
is likely to create a anger, stringing an emotional harmony with the masses,
feeding the taste for the sensationalism, scandalizing and exciting public opinion.
So for a certain period yellow journalism become more popular and excitement
among the readers. But the value of newspaper became readers centric.
UNIT-2
4. (Answer to Q.4) Language has a specific significance in news writing. Language
is concerned with exact manner in which words and phrases are presented in
writing. When you read a passage aloud, every word or phrase that you hear is
included as a language. So it is clear that the written language is prepared on the
basis of reader’s interest.
5. (Answer to Q.5) The Techniques of Clear Writing is a book written by Robert
Gunning in 1968. He emphasizes ten principles for clarity in writing. The book is
recommended for the writers and journalist who are in the field of newspaper and
magazines.
6. (Answer to Q.6) Rodulf Flesch finds out a formula which made easy to readability
for English newspaper. He said if you want to learn how to write you need the
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exact information and what kind of language will fit to what kind of audience. His
objective was to bring the content in appropriate form, for the interest of readers.
UNIT-3
7. (Answer to Q.7) The first newspaper The Bengal Gazette published by James
Augustus Hickey was mostly related to the private lives and gossip of British
people. This paper create attraction for the readers with the news of affair of pretty
women staying in India. Hickey was writing to take pleasure of freedom for mind
and soul.
8. (Answer to Q.8) Language press played an important role in in the freedom
struggle. Newspaper showed the national awakening in the British ruled India. It
contributed a lot in propagating the cause of the freedom movement. Newspapers
were not published with business intentions but as a national or public service.
More importantly, it played a great role in welding India into a single nation and
gave the Indians a sense of oneness and a new national identity, which was nonexistent before.
9. (Answer to Q.9) During the British rule Indian newspaper came into existence
and played an important role in the country’s freedom struggle. In fact, newspaper
worked as mouth pieces of the freedom struggle whether at the national and
regional level. The role of press strengthening the freedom movement was a
glorious chapter in Indian history. Most prominent member of Congress party
were either journalist or editors of newspapers. People are influenced through this
newspaper and come out of their house to join in freedom struggle.
10. (Answer to Q.10) After completion of his study Mahatma Gandhi was associated
as an editor with Indian Opinion which he started from South Africa. It was a
weekly (16 pages tabloid) bi-lingual (English and Gujrati). In India two journals
Young India (English) and Navajivan (Gujrati) were used as a weapon to ventilate
his views and to educate the public on satyagraha. Gandhi knows how to use the
power of press and public opinion in his writing most effectively. He was a great
communicator and leader on his time. Journalism in India was heavily influenced
by Gandhi. Many newspapers in vernacular language used to publish Gandhi’s
Opinion on freedom movement. Gandhiji started Harijan, Harijanbandhu and
Harijan sevak in English, Gujrati and Hindi. These papers are vehicles against
untouchability and poverty in rural areas. Leadership of Gandhi influenced the
language newspaper in national movement.
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